Newsletter

11 - 9 November 2020

11 in

Office Hours - 8:00am to 5:00pm.
63-67 CONWAY STREET, LISMORE
OUR OFFICE PHONE NUMBER IS: (02)

5632 1218

ENTREPRENEURS - BUY OUR NUTS
We have a number of children running ‘business’ ideas
at Living School - from stickers to jewellery to macadamia nuts! It is encouraged and supported. Banjo
from Stage 3 is selling foraged macadamia nuts - raw
or roasted - to raise funds to help save orangutans from
palm oil destruction. Place your order! Great nuts!!

TERM DATES for 2020

SEMESTER ONE

TERM ONE – IDENTITY – 7 weeks
TERM TWO – NATURE – 6 weeks
TERM THREE – LIFE & LIVING – 7 weeks

SEMESTER TWO
TERM FOUR – CIVILISATION – 7 weeks
TERM FIVE – PHENOMENA – 6 weeks

TERM SIX – SERVICE – 7 weeks
26 October – 11 December (then six weeks holiday)
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GOOD NEWS - BACK to YOU!
With 2020 rapidly disappearing into the annals
of ‘craziest year this century’, we are planning
for a united 2021. Living School will meet
the new year with positivity and big plans.
Some of our planning was revealed in our
previous newsletter, framed around Staffing,
Socialisation and Space.
This newsletter, I have more good news. We
want to thank you for your support. As a
result of our continuing enrolment applications
and prudent management of our budget, our
Board - under the careful (and caring) eye
of Arnold Goldstone (another Guardian of
Purpose) are pleased to announce next year’s
fees will see no increase. We will still be
increasing our teacher salaries by the required
2%, but we believe we can manage our budget
carefully to ensure no follow-on costs are
carried by our community.

Build an Ark!
One creative idea I am considering is to have a
giant boat multi-level play-and-performance
space. Believe it or not, I have found a great
boat (great as in big!). We would need to take
Support does not mean great sums - as little
off a collapsed roof, hire a crane, get another
donations build up, too. Support can also be
flatbed truck, then engineer it into place...
in working bees or fund-raising activities BUT... can you imagine this? We haven’t
where we come together to raise money for our secured it just yet, but here’s hoping!!
children, and our future.
growing Living School into a life-long legacy
for centuries to come, we are very grateful
for anyone who feels an urge to support us
financially.

The financial base of Living School is the
foundation that will take us forward in order
to realise the dreams we all have to create
something truly independent and awe-full.
This, I can assure you, will be revered not just
in our local community but much further afield.
We want to be significant, progressive and
community-oriented.

Warehouse Play Space
One of our holiday projects is to open more
That being said, the burden of debt is not
play space for next year. This will result in
carried by the school. Living School is in a
the backyard being upgraded into creative
very strong position, and we are in a building
phase - developing new play-spaces (the back- and active play areas. Much work has been
undertaken by Amelia Lee and Vera - and last
yard warehouse), new learning spaces (the
week we had a great meeting onsite with our
houseboat and mobile classroom), and a new
exciting announcement will be coming soon (all architect (CaveUrban), engineer, soil analyst,
going to plan). These developments will rely on and town planner: a cast of thousands.
our community’s continued support.
Our intention is to have the space as a growing
structure, to maintain the integrity of the
We do have a tax-deductible building fund
(ask for more from the Office). Whereas many building and to offer some creative solutions to
play and fitness. These ideas will benefit from
schools have a building levy placed alongside
community involvement - and we would love to
fee statements, Living School has not pushed
harness your support when we get through all
for any donations. HOWEVER, with the
of the paper regulations and requirements.
developments planned - and the intention of
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NAIDOC Week
Always Was, Always Will Be.
First Nations people have occupied and
cared for this continent for over 65,000
years. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples were Australia’s first explorers, first
navigators, first engineers, first farmers, first
botanists, first scientists, first diplomats, first
astronomers and first artists.
NAIDOC Week 2020 acknowledges and
celebrates that our nation’s story didn’t begin
with documented European contact, whether
in 1770 with Captain James Cook, or in 1606
with the arrival of the Dutch on the western
coast of the Cape York Peninsula. The very
first footprints on this continent were those
belonging to First Nations people.
NAIDOC 2020 invites all Australians to embrace
the true history of this country – a history which
dates back thousands of generations. It’s about
seeing, hearing and learning the First Nations’
65,000-plus year history of this country - which
is Australian history.
Why was the NAIDOC 2020 theme selected? The
theme, Always Was, Always Will Be was chosen
to encourage Australians to celebrate the
wealth of cultures and knowledges that existed
prior to Captain Cook’s arrival in Australia, that
continue to thrive to this day.
The occasion of the 250th anniversary of
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Captain Cook’s voyages to Australia in 2020
is an opportunity to encourage Australians to
consider what the continent was like before
Cook’s arrival, and its subsequent colonisation
by the British. First Nations people have been
here for more than 65,000 years and developed
expertise in astronomy, science, caring for
Country and a myriad of other areas.
Always Was, Always Will Be elevates this
continuity of cultural knowledges and practices
as things all Australians can be proud of and
celebrate together. It is about Australians
acknowledging the true history of this country.

is represented by the snake and it forms the
shape of Australia, which symbolises how it
created our lands. The colour from the Rainbow
Serpent is reflected on to the figure to display
our connection to the Rainbow Serpent, thus our
connection to Country. The overlapping colours
on the outside is the Dreamtime. The figure
inside the shape of Australia is a representation
of Indigenous Australians showing that this
country – since the dawn of time – always was,
and always will be Aboriginal land.

Why does the NAIDOC Week theme change
each year?
There is always a theme to celebrate NAIDOC
Week and it is carefully chosen by the NAIDOC
Committee each year (made up of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander volunteers from
across the country). The theme is often based
around celebrating Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples, or highlighting important
topics that need to be discussed on a national
scale.
Tyrown Waigana is an artist and designer living
in Perth, Western Australia. He has Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander heritage, which can
be traced to the Noongar people of south-west
Western Australia and Saibai Island in the
Torres Strait.
Cover artwork: The Rainbow Serpent came
out of the Dreamtime to create this land. It

naidoc.org.au

NAIDOC
Week
8-15 nov 2020
#NAIDOC2020
#AlwaysWasAlwaysWillBe

Artwork: Shape of Land by Tyrown Waigana

The Rainbow Serpent came out of the Dreamtime to create this land. It is represented by
the snake and it forms the shape of Australia, which symbolises how it created our lands.
The colour from the Rainbow Serpent is reflected on to the figure to display our connection
to the Rainbow Serpent, thus our connection to country. The overlapping colours on the
outside is the Dreamtime. The figure inside the shape of Australia is a representation of
Indigenous Australians showing that this country - since the dawn of time - always was, and
always will be Aboriginal land.
facebook.com/NAIDOC

@naidocweek

@naidocweek
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JABAY - FOOD FOR
THOUGHT!
Sincere thanks are extended to all our amazing
helpers every Wednesday for our Jabay offering..
There has been such positive feedback on the tastiness of the meals
- AND we are listening, too. Where possible, we have increased our
portions sizes!
We do ask all our children eat together in the designated area please remind your child we are not wanting them to take their food
away to other places.
We are now on the hunt for an improved cooktop and oven.
Our offering relies on our amazing volunteers: thank you! Our
parents/carers are incredible - and regular!
As I mentioned previously, if you are able to volunteer, please let
me know. And, if you want to help in the garden, even managing our
waste, please let me know, too.
Make sure you check out what is available on the menu each week as
we are always adding new things while we get Jabay established. Our
plans are to move to two days a week next year.

Don’t forget to get your kids’ orders in by Wednesday morning before 9am.
.......................................................................................
“Together, through better school food, we can make a significant contribution
towards children’s happiness, academic attainment, opportunities and health –
whilst educating positive food choices for life!”
- school food project’s mission
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LEARNING BEHAVIOUR - CONDUCIVE TO KINDNESS
Schools are institutions. It is the first time you place your most
endearing treasure in a social space that is neither with family nor
friends. And your children are placed into (c)ages with a myriad
of personalities from a plethora of principles and a variety of
relationships.
Growth does not always bud from the roots of shared values:
sometimes shared values have to be grafted on. We believe in
pluralism because diversity presents great scope for growth. The
challenge is we want our children to be adaptable but we don’t want
them emotionally dissected. The most difficult parenting period
is managing our children’s distress, especially when they navigate
friendships and social interactions.
A school must develop and assert its values in order to strengthen
our collective understanding of kindness. We are all players on our
stage - strutting, fretting and... learning... together. We feel friction
if our values are not in alignment.

respect. Our youngest children are ego-centric and prone to outbursts
(the world is theirs). Older children start to realise they are players in
other people’s worlds and start to strategise their like-minded alliances
(the struggle for acceptance and control). During this evolution, we
develop manners via acceptable social norms (etiquette). Behaviour is the
establishment of habits - actions and reactions.
There are ways to ‘teach’ respect.
Model respect; discuss respect (use social stories); teach turn-taking (via
games and being served meals); teach polite responses (start with please
and thank you), praise respectful behavior (when children demonstrate good
manners and respect to others, give specific praise for the positive choices
they are making). What can be noted here is that these are formed at home
as much as at school.
As the conductor, this is significant. Our school has a Code of Conduct,
which we all signed up to on enrolment. We also need to appreciate the root
of conduct is the Latin word ducere (to draw out), which is also the root word
for education. We all educate each other; we all rely on each other.

Social responsibility, social respect are the values that train positive
and productive relationships. They are the basis of the Golden Rule
- as Bhavni commented upon in our last newsletter.
I call these the new 3Rs: Respect, Responsibility and Relationships.
Each week this term we are working as a school to unpack these
values - to emphasise what ‘we’ must sign up to, model and live
by... to hold as our collective ‘truth’.
For the past two weeks, we have been focusing on Respect.
Respect stems from the Latin - re (back) and specere (look at - e.g.
spectacle). So, we do need to review, to see again, our actions in
order to improve. This means there will be mistakes as our children
learn the behaviours to socialise. Schools must nurture learning behaviourally, socially, emotionally, creatively and academically.
There are, developmentally, variations in how you explicitly ‘teach’
Page 6
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BULLYING - Sara (our advocate gives advice)

•

Bullying is so negative. From a young age, we teach our kids how to deal
with a bully and how to stand up for someone being bullied. But how we
discuss these sensitive issues IS developmental. We must develop coping
strategies: these are key life skills. Research reveals a culture of kindness
flourishes when the bystander becomes an “Upstander”: people who stand
up for what’s right.

•

I am aware, however, that we may have left out a vital piece of information:
How to tell if it is bullying?
Bullying usually has four elements:
1. Unbalanced- the person who is bullying has more power (older, bigger,
stronger, smarter, more control or influence).
2. Targeted- they say or do things on purpose to hurt, embarrass, scare,
harass or put you down.
3. Harmful- leaves you feeling hurt, harmed, unsafe, threatened, unable to
defend yourself or make it stop.
4. Repeated- they act this way towards you over and over again, even if you
tell them to stop.
It is essential we use the correct terminology so that we can appropriately
address these issues at school and at home. Not all unkind or hurtful
behaviour is bullying. Kidshelpline.com.au offers us some info on how to tell
the difference:
“Bullying is different from conflict or unkindness. Yes, bullying IS mean, but
being mean doesn’t mean bullying. It’s a normal part of our day-to-day lives
to argue and have conflict with others. This can help build resilience and
use essential social skills that aid in development. Not all conflict, fighting
or arguing is bullying and we need to teach our kids how to correctly identify
and name it. If someone is rude or mean to you, this doesn’t automatically
make them a bully. It’s hard to tell the difference because these experiences
can be extremely hurtful.
Let’s review some definitions:
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•
•
•

Rude: Saying or doing something hurtful that wasn’t planned or
meant to upset someone.
Teasing: making fun deliberately to force a reaction sometimes a friend teases another friend without considering
it is bullying. They often respond: I thought they thought it was
funny. It was only a joke!
Mean: Saying or doing something hurtful to someone on
purpose once or twice. Usually stems from prior disagreement.
Hassling: deliberate and ongoing quarrelling or wrangling to
annoy or trouble - often verbal intimidation closely linked with
bullying
Bullying: Someone more powerful, saying or doing something
hurtful to someone on purpose, over and over again.

This can be confusing, especially if you child is reporting bullying to
you and you can’t witness it for yourself. Here are the questions to
ask your child to determine if it is in fact bullying or just mean and
rude behaviour:
• Was it done on purpose to hurt you?
• Is it a pattern? Does it keep happening?
• Is it about power- are they older, stronger or have more
influence than you?
• Did you tell the person to stop - that you didn’t like it?
Remember, they need to answer YES to all these questions for it to
be bullying.
Even if it’s not bullying, what’s happening to your child IS
important. Talk to your child about conflict and ways to deal with
it. Share your own experiences with friendships and use language
that empowers them. Offer strategies to persevere and build
resilience. And of course, we are here to help if you need us. As the
Living School Advocate, I welcome children to the Chatterbox room,
where there is always a kind listening ear and a wealth of coping
strategies, too. As John says every Monday gathering - we strive to
be kind. Bullying is not tolerated at Living School.
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Artisans and Activities
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CREATIVE COMMUNITY
Congratulations in order!

Antoinette O’Brien, mum of Strummer, was
named on Friday 6 November as the winner of the
2020 Hurford Hardwood Portrait Prize with their
portrait of a Helen Deravenchecko.

‘This is a portrait imbued with my love
and appreciation for Helen Deravencheko.
I am indebted to Helen in many ways.
My mother was unwell and incapacitated
all my life and Helen helped by washing
clothes, ironing and cleaning, but more
importantly for me, she sat and drank
tea with Mum and me. Drinking tea and
chatting with them both was nurturing
and formative. Helen was quietly present,
but remains loud and vibrant in my
memory. In this work Helen sits upon the
Blue Hole, a support which references a
connection between geological deep time
and mined memory. The Blue Hole is a
seascape in which my brother and I swam
40 metres below the surface, drifting
around an ancient stalagmite. Love, Helen,
and the infinite depths of the Blue Hole
are linked in my memory and find their
expression in this portrait.'
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KINDER - GARDEN
LITERACY: This term Kindy are working on consolidating
their blending of sounds to make words. It is very impressive
to see the way they are independently attempting to spell
unknown words. Many of the class are gaining confidence in
writing short sentences. They are very keen to try writing a
collaberative story. I will keep you posted on that one!
Children are doing a fantastic job with their home reading.
Everyone is working at their own pace and showing
improvement daily.
In class, we are enjoying the book Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. It is a childhood favourite of mine and the kids are
fully engaged and excited to hear the story and fantastic
descriptions of Roald Dahl.
MATHS: We are ensuring that we know all our numbers
to 30. Many children are confident in counting beyond that
number. We have been looking at what is a fraction and
what is half? How do we know it is half? We have also been
doing some BIG counting
PE we all enjoyed our first basketball session last
Wednesday at the Lismore Basketball Stadium with coach
Dave. I will have photos in our next newsletter
SERVICE: So far this term we have discussed who helps us
in the community. We have identified many people including
police, ambulance, doctors, vets, SES, librarians, just to
name a few. We have established a connection with a local
aged care facility and have become pen pals with some of
their residents. So far three children have received letters
and more are on the way.
Living School acknowledges we are all learning and growing together on Widjabul/Wyabal country of the Bundjalung Nation, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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STAGE ONE

Stage 1 have had a fantastic start
to their final term of the year –
Service.

that they exhibit (supportive, kind,
inspiring, motivating). From there,
we turned our perspective into who
we are role models for. Stage 1
identified some beautiful responses
for who they would like to be role
models for including, brothers and
sisters, their parents, their peers,
other family members included
cousins, etc.

Service through Literacy
Our first two weeks of Service have
been all about servicing the self,
just like how a car needs a service
to keep it running at optimal level,
we do too!
Through all of our literacy tasks, we
are continuing to focus on spelling
We are aiming to develop and patterns, homophones, and in
use self-management skills that particular spelling patterns with
enable students to take personal word endings, as well as becoming
responsibility for their actions and confident readers who read with
emotions, and take positive action curiosity and questioning.
to protect and enhance the health,
safety and wellbeing of others.
Our next fortnight of Service is
We have had a big focus on SelfRegulation which has included
checking in on how our own‘engine
is running?’ Our engines can either
be too slow, just right, or too fast.
Through these zones of regulation,
students have identified where
their engine is running at different
points of the day and have
implemented practices to support
themselves to have their engine
running ‘just right’.

fractions – half, thirds, quarters,
and eighths. How these link to
sharing, telling the time, and also
measurements.
Parent Helpers Term 6:
Our parent helpers are welcome
to join us for our weekly library
sessions on a Thursday morning.
The google form has been sent
out by Vera, for parents to sign up
should they wish. Thank you for
your ongoing support.

looking at service for others, then
on to service for our environment.
Numeracy
A continual focus within Stage 1 is
Place Value and gaining a strong
number sense before moving
into Stage 2 and beyond. We are
consistently understanding the
place value of 2 and 3-digit numbers,
ordering them from smallest to
largest, and identify 10 more, 10
less, for example.

We have identified Role Models in We have also been learning about
our life and the personal qualities
Page 14
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STAGE TWO
In our final term of the year, Stage Two
are focusing their attention on the idea of
service by ‘choosing to act’.
We are learning about the proposed dam
at Dunoon/The Channon. Channeling
our learning about Australian politics in
our Civilisation unit, we are exploring the
process that has led to the proposed Dam.
The students are investigating sustainable
approaches to water supply and
management and will be working with
community action groups and the local
council to determine if the dam is the
best option for our community. We will
visit Protestors Falls and will be joined
by Bhavni’s mother, who was part of the
protests in the 70s.
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We will visit Rocky Creek Dam and learn
about our current source of water and
understand what goes into developing
a dam. We will look at the way water
is used/wasted at the school and if
need be, propose changes to the water
management system.
Flowing from our weekly explorations
of our local community, we will look to
develop and propose signage for different
parks/walks in Lismore where visible
information is lacking.
Our maths focus will cover time, decimals/
percentages/fractions/currency, chance
and probability. The US Election is a great
learning opportunity that we will harness
to explore the different mathematical
areas that we are learning about this term.
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STAGE THREE
This term, the students in Stage 3 are focusing on the
topic of Waste Management for theme of ‘Service’.
We began our unit by watching the documentary
Landfill Harmonic - an inspiring look at the way in
which waste can be re-purposed and considered as a
‘resource’.
Speaking of excellent resources…Vera has also been
an inspiring source of information for us this week.
She has shared slides and videos of her research
project on a landfill site in Kenya, while helping us to
come up with constructive solutions for our waste at
Living School.
We are planning a cluster of differently coloured bins,
each for a specific type of rubbish. These will be
labelled and clearly signed, and all the students will
be taught how to dispose of rubbish correctly.
Next week we will begin our community ‘waste walks’
to bring a tangible component to the ‘Service’ theme.
Most of the class is heading off to play in the
basketball tournament in Coffs Harbour next
Tuesday. There has been a flurry of basketball activity
at lunchtimes and the teams look well prepared,
considering the constraints around our training
practices.
We all wish them a fabulously fun day.
And thanks to Annie for her organisation and
management.
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STAGE FOUR
I am very excited about this term and about the way we are and
will be exploring our theme of service. The theme positions
students as potential agents of change within our communities
and as people who have the choice to act in the service of
others.
In Project Based Learning, students are working collaboratively
to come up with responses to the question, How might we give
back to the community? Within each groups’ solution to the
question, they will need to also serve the community by reusing
resources (waste from the recycling, the tip, etc.). In this
process the students will be learning to work collaboratively, a
key skill in life and learning, and a way of serving others.
Alongside the projects, we will delve into the world of ethical
philosophy as we explore if we have a moral responsibility
to serve others. This will see us engaging with various
philosophical theories and ideas to help in developing more
robust frameworks for understanding our place in the world in
relation to others and the environment.
Literacy this term will be a drawing together of key skills that
have been developed over the semester and applying these in
the context of short stories. We will be investigating structure
in this process, in relation to sentences, paragraphs and
narratives. Already there has been some wonderful writing
produced and a growing excitement at what is to come as we
continue to practice and extend our writing abilities.
Numeracy is focusing on financial mathematics - with a
workbook to progress through as/when needed. The focus is
on rates and ratios, Percentage increase and decrease, profits
and discounts, income and taxation, simple interest, compound
interest.
Living School acknowledges we are all learning and growing together on Widjabul/Wyabal country of the Bundjalung Nation, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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ENGAGEMENT in learning
When establishing Living School, I wanted to
ensure what we were developing was researchbased and relevant. Living School has at its
mantra - purposeful teaching. I have asked all
teachers to consider a guiding question: Is the
learning life-worthy?

boredom, including items such as motivation to
learn, sense of belonging, participation in school
or extra-curricular activities and enjoyment of
physical activity.

Findings revealed that each unit of school
engagement was independently associated with
To this end, I firmly believe in the importance of a 10 per cent higher chance of achieving a postschool-engagement: having a love of learning.
compulsory school education at some point
This stems from research I reviewed when I was during the next 20 years, including as a mature
a headmaster at Tudor House in Moss Vale.
age student.
School engagement may be secret to success
Research from 2013 at Menzies Research
Institute Tasmania, an institute of the University
of Tasmania, found children’s engagement with
schooling, above and beyond their academic
performance at school, predicts their level of
education and occupation as adults.

encourage student engagement, whatever their
family background.”
Menzies’ Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Dr.
Seana Gall says,

“These new findings suggest that we
should focus on much more than just
how good children are at school to
ensure long-term success.”

Higher school engagement was also
independently associated with achieving higher
status occupations 20 years later.
The findings suggest that school engagement
has a pervasive and long-term influence on
educational and occupational outcomes in
adulthood.

The ground-breaking study looked into the longterm impact of childhood school engagement
on educational and occupational achievement
in adulthood. School engagement as a predictor
was found to be independent of socioeconomic
factors, personality, self-concept as a learner,
and childhood academic attainment as rated by
the teacher.

“Smaller scale educational research has shown
that inspirational teachers and effective schools,
whether public, private or Catholic, can overcome
the limitations posed by disadvantaged student
backgrounds through the encouragement
of students’ engagement with learning. This
research strongly confirms those findings using
unique national longitudinal data, and moreover
demonstrates their complex relationship with
The research used data from school children
wider aspects of individual health and wellbeing,”
aged 9 to 13 years, and again 20 years later when Dr Abbott-Chapman said.
they were young adults.
“The research provides support for the
A School Engagement Index was created using importance of schools delivering a rich learning
questionnaire items on school enjoyment and
environment inside and outside the classroom to
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ARTISANS AND ACTIVITIES
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Sport - basketball
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The things we do

Train of Thought No. 2
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